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Kandayia Ali(08/13/1976)
 
'VISIONARY, Self Published Author, Poet, PR Specialist, Ethics Trainer,
Personal/Project Management, Marketing Specialist, Event Coordinator-
Promoter, Abstract/ Surreal Artist, Mom, Motivational Speaker and Community
Activist are just some of the titles she’s recognized for holding. There will be
many more to follow during her journeys IN LIFE.
 
KANDAYIA The Artist:
Kandayia Reign-Ali (Kanday Reign)    is truly a CREATIVE force to be reckoned
with! Highly skilled and detailed oriented, Kandayia brings forth poetic lyrics that
have reached the hearts of many, and inspire the souls of those in need of
upliftment. She was born to do this! “Art, Music, Literature and Love is what
keeps me alive— I’m grateful to The Creator for giving me the talents I have,
and I only choose to continue to grow stronger, and share what has been so
graciously given to me.”
 
Kandayia doesn't stop at poetry- she is writer of music, short stories, self-
empowerment and spiritual awareness articles and is know far and wide for her
timeless quotes and life coaching advice. 'I love people- what can I say? I just
want to be able to give someone out there a reason to pick up a talent, that
special gift that was so heavenly bestowed upon them- and use it to express
themselves. I want to bring hope where there wasn’t any before; share my inner
self with those who can relate to my hunger for life and the importance of
accepting and loving yourself.'
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1st
 
You have give me a talent. A skill of my own. I know that it's not going to be
easy, me doing this all alone. You said to me that if I did my part, you would
meet me half way. Those are words I live by; I remind myself everyday. You
have opened up doors and moved mountains.  You've led me to the river of life,
and allowed me to drink from its fountain.
 
Now, I give back to you, all the glory goes to my Father...
 
Who first loved me, when I didn't even bother- to acknowledge his existence, til
times got rough. In time I got wise, and realized enough is enough. Through the
good, the bad, your love was still there. I've seen your grace and mercy, and I
know that you care. So, I give to you, my all... You are the first in my life... You
are my strength to go on, when my world is in strife... You give to me new
meanings, of love, patience, and understanding. You've instilled them in my
heart. In my life you guided me, though it took some time and careful planning.
You worked with me, now I can help someone else. Because in helping others, is
where you find your true wealth. So, I dedicate to you, what you have given to
me... A talent to reach hearts and minds, through the writing of
 
Poetry...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Contrary
 
All the times I thought that I was your 'Queen; ' in the end, all you found
yourself calling me was a 'hoe.' All the times I thought you were trying to hold
on; you were building up your strength, to let me go. I thought you trusted me,
but I only disgusted you. You said that you couldn't live without me, but each
day we around each other you prove to me that statement wasn't quite true.
 
I wanted you, but, to my surprise, you had a different look in your eyes, a
different feel in your heart; that you claimed wasn't there from the start. Over
the years it turned from suga' to shhh; and all you say to me, is that I caused all
of it. See, you loved me cause i thought differently; now, I'm crazy because I
think like that. You go out of your way now, to hurt me purposely- because you
seriously think, I don't notice how you act. You make everything a challenge; a
war- even when we shouldn't even be the ones in combat.
 
At first, you didn't deserve me, saying you're not worthy of such a blessing. Now,
you say that I don't deserve you and that when you hit me, its only teaching me
a lesson. I fell, and you caught, you sold, and I bought- but who would have
thought I would have fallen for such a man? Any man that takes out his
insecurities with his hands; I was your all, you're fire, your desire, and the one
you admired. Now, you're telling me my time is up, and our 'best by date' has
expired.  We sexed all the time, to just there to keep each other company in bed.
From being able to read each other's body language, to not knowing what the
hell was going on in either one of our heads.
 
My thing is, through it all, I never flinched, never blinked, never stop to think
that we would end up being enemies, fighting for the same thing- sincerity... So,
contrary to what I thought you were,
you ARE what you are, and sadly there is no cure. I preach love, you want hate,
I want a family, you want to separate. Now, we have come to the conclusion,
that the illusion is fading, and almost gone. Contrary to your thoughts of me
coming back to your silly azz. I'm moving on...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Decisions...
 
Narrow were the choices I have been given. They have me driven to make the
decisions that I have made in my life. Whether to succeed or fail,
fall under or prevail, they are my choices... No one else hears these silent voices.
Silent prayers of the heart, asking for the strength to take part in the activities
that make a person an authentic work of art; I'm NOT a carbon copy; something
put together so sloppy
that no one wants to be near you.
 
You must think and be positive, with a desire to live like the true blessing from
the almighty you are and certainly be far from what the average eye can see.
You have a powerful journey- taking on the rough rapids and being what he has
designed you to be. For YOU ARE an image of his love and your one true destiny
is to shine above all so that others can see, the masterpiece that which we all
can someday be.
 
So the choices made in my life will reflect a mirror image of the way it is meant
to be. Me giving my all to you, and you sharing your good karma with me.
Because that is what we are made for, to learn and teach, to illuminate the
darkness with a path which will guide even those who have been blind all their
lives; the rays from us will be filled with warmth and love as well- so if you cant
see you still can FEEL and FIND, what you are placed here to do, the choices that
come about for you to make in your life- are ALL up to you. Never doubt
yourself- and what you're 'saying' inside- listen to those voices, they maybe the
ones to pull you through.
 
Kandayia Ali
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Driven
 
This time around, I'm longing for things to be different for me; I'm finding it hard
to open my eyes wide enough to see, the do's and don'ts of the love game,
seems all the same. Together, then apart, then move on, don't know who's really
to blame. Why is it that shortly after the night we consummated our relationship,
we soon took the final steps before consecrating our relationship?
 
I have heard it all before, but this time, I want more...
 
I desire to have the love I feel is due, to me, not settling for less than happiness.
I want to be able to look into someone's eyes, and feel truly g the mere thought
of him near me, take away my breath... But I know that this phase that I'm
going through now, is just a test; to see if I'm ready to love, ready to venture
into the depths, and take what's rightfully mine. To not search, just allow things
to take their time to progress into something that's for....
 
Me...
 
To share with someone, all of my heart, each day I plea... For the next one, to
be the best one... The only one, that I will ever need,
that will give me his all, and my hunger for love, feed... Giving me the amount
needed to balance out this sanity and at the same time my insane call out to
love; asking why can't I have the one I want? Why must I live each day, while
you taunt! Taking my mind on rides of visualizations, my body cannot have at
this time?
 
When can He be mine?
 
When can I say 'This is the one? '
 
Why does my future seem over before it has begun?
 
When is My silver lining, around this dark cloud, gonna come? Because this in
and out of love shhh ain't fun! Can't say when it's gonna happen, but what is
meant for me, will be given... And it is because of this mere thought, resting in
the back of my mind, I'm aimlessly, in the direction of love, again, driven....
 
Kandayia Ali
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Free
 
I NEVER TOOK THE TIME TO THINK- THAT THE TIME IT TOOK TO THINK YOU
HAVE SOMETHING, YOU ALWAYS HAD TO PAY A PRICE. NO MATTER DAY OR
NIGHT, 'NOTHING IN LIFE IS FREE, ' IS WHAT PLAYED IN MY HEAD AT A
CONTINUOUS RHYTHM. WRAPPED IN A SATIN COVERED BOX, IS HOW YOU
WERE GIVEN...
 
TO ME? THIS CAN'T BE... SO MUCH POTENTIAL, AND ORIGINALITY, NOT TO
MENTION YOUR SENSUAL MENTALITY. TREATING ME LIKE A BEAUTIFUL LINE
FROM YOUR SELF WRITTEN POETRY... A PART OF YOU, I WISH I WAS JUST TO
SEE AND BE ATTACHED TO- THE REST OF YOU... SOUNDS CRAZY? WELL BOO,
YOU HAVE THE SKILLS THAT GIVE MY BODY CHILLS AND CURES ALL MY ILLS
REPLACING THEM WITH THRILLS; YET YOU WERE DELIVERED TO ME, FREE..
 
THERE MUST BE A CATCH, BECAUSE EVEN THE BEST STUFF THAT IS ON SALE
FOR LESS - COSTS - SOMETHING - AND YOU MY DEAR...  HAVE CHARGED ME
NOTHING...
 
MY EYES HAVE WITNESSED THE GIFT, THAT I UNWRAPPED UPLIFT MY SOUL
AND TAKE HOLD OF MY MENTAL 'BUTTERFLY'  AND MADE IT FLY 'HIGH', I DON'T
EVER WANNA LEAVE THE SKY... YOU ASK WHY? CAUSE YOU HAVE GIVEN
NEW MEANING TO THE WORD GIFT....  I HAVE SOMETHING NOW THAT AT A
PRICE
I COULD NEVER AFFORD AND TODAY I THANK THE LORD, BECAUSE, YOU CHOSE
TO BE SENT TO ME; UNWRAPPING YOU, WAS SOMETHING SPECIAL TO ME.
SOMETHING THAT I CAN'T PUT IN ANY CATEGORY! YOU ARE YOU AND YOU ARE
MINE, AND MINE IS YOURS TIL THE END OF TIME- AS I LOOK INTO YOUR EYES,
I SEE THE HEART THAT TO MY SURPRISE BEATS MY NAME AND - EVEN RIGHT
NO, TO THIS DAY... IT BEATS EVEN STRONGER, WITHOUT SKIPS OR DELAY...
THIS GIFT, YOUR GIFT YOU HAVE SHARED WITH ME,
 
I WANT TO HAVE FOR ALL ETERNITY.. I WILL PLACE YOU BACK IN YOUR SATIN
BOX WITH BOWS OF PLATINUM SHINE, BECAUSE WHAT I'VE GOTTEN FOR FREE,
I WANT TO HOLD SACRED TO ME- IT'S TRULY DIVINE- AND I WANT TO KEEP TIL
THE END OF TIME....
 
Kandayia Ali
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From Two To One Odds (Dedicated To Those Who
Lost Multiple Children & Siblings)
 
I've found myself on this planet- all alone- no real place in their world to call
home- but dammit! ! ! I'm here...  Every experience I encounter, I truly hold
dear... I place my ups and downs in a vault and as much as I would like for time
to halt-  it doesn't. I would blame myself for losing her, then I  realized that it
really isn't my fault... I was made different, to look different, speak different, live
different- and sometimes it gets to me- BUT I have to be- a  vessel created from
this Superior Entity- that won't allow me to feel what society deems as 'being
free.' Feeling like NO ONE can really understand me...
 
So, here I am, held in captivity- rambling on and on about a time that most
won't see- most can't see- and even more will never have the privilege to
experience deeply. I am a nomad of thought- a voyager of the soul, a body of
flesh- that speaks in spirit... Even when I yell to the top of my lungs... Most
won't be able to hear it... I speak a language that is felt, and not really heard,
and I know that this may sound absurd,  because it sorta sounds out-land-ish,
even the reverse of what 'intellectual talk' should be. When I talk about this
topic- most even feel like I have developed a split-personality. I'm willing to
allow misconceptions, misunderstandings, mixed with others being 'not so proud'
of me.
 
I  don't desire praise, and for the rest of my days, will still continue to evolve into
a new version of myself- from having to deal with a connection severed at birth.
I never wanted to look at it as an omen or curse- but a leaving of the weight of
two people on just one person's shoulders- and sometimes this shit hurts. I
wasn't born alone- but I am the only one left and I lose it every time I think
about NOT thinking about it. There were two of us- two of the ones who were
destined to only be one in the end.
 
They say, you can't miss what you never had- I beg the differ- that only exists in
the conscious part of a person who has YET- to lose what I have lost's mindset.
Now, don't get me wrong, me being the survivor isn't something that I regret-
and the thought remains in my sub-conscious and it's stored there- never for me
to forget. I miss that part of me, that made me more than one, and in this world-
where two have to touch and agree for it to be so... Would we have been able to
touch and watch the manifestations of our unified thought create a masterpiece?
The answer to that I'll never know. But what I do know, is how it feels to be
missing something, even when you don't really understand why, you're missing
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something- it's not there, and in actuality, it never has been. The loneliness I feel
in life- that will always overshadow the company I keep- will be to always feel
incomplete without my twin...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Heavyweight Champs Of Life
 
Backed up in a corner- like- a wild cat in the ring. My battle
against all that oppose me, and as soon as I hear the ding- I will
come out with a monster swing. The rules were given before this
fight, but my opponent looked at me kinda' funny, so I just might
have to treat him like a stranger on the street. Beating him to a
pulp- like I was tenderizing meat. See, if this fight is to be mine-
I'd have to let go of a lot of ways that I was, in order to be the
champ that I need to be. Some may have a problem with my
choice to be a fighter- but with their opinion- I strongly disagree.
I was only born to stay in this square, never passed the rings- so I
thought- it took up until I put away childish things, and the
truth was sought. It's deeper than just me knocking' this fool out,
my life is on the line here. I have had to let go of those who
could possibly jeopardize my chances of winning- friends, family
and the others that I hold dear. When you're in the heat of
battle, and the gloves are on, laced up tight- you have no time
for wondering if you'll have any fans after trying to win this fight.
 
All that you can think about, is a TKO, and to do this takes skill,
practice and room to properly grow. Time to develop into the
individual who will be wearing the championship belt- rolling'
with life's punches can be definitely felt. If I leave this ring
today, with my face disfigured, it was worth it, cause I walk
away with my own peace of mind, sense of self, the ability to
think for and be myself. I won't have to answer to my coach anymore, won't
hear the screaming from the crowd- won't be
mentioned or recognized- won't be the talk of the town. I want
to end this misery in the first couple rounds- All I have to do is
stay focused, with both feet planted on the ground.
 
I'm prepare to do what it takes, even if I'm left standing alone.
Right now, I'm a puppet- only here for others to enjoy, my name
carved involuntarily in 'their' stone. No one can defeat me, even
though most have tried to. I've been slandered, abused,
tormented and lied to. It wasn't from the others fighters who I
have had to privilege to go up against- it's from the people who
claim they love me the most, but haven't shown me any REAL
love since- I came to the place I am right now- and there is no
way, no how- no if's, no and's, no but's- about anything I do- I
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have a divine calling on my life- tired of punching, ducking and
dodging all the struggles and strife. I have made up my mind,
and once it's been made, that is it... They'll know that I did the
crime- because my gloves I'm using to take anyone who
challenges me down- WILL fit...
 
Kandayia Ali
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How It Was
 
Our world is slowly being taken away from us through the constant recurrence of
natural and national  disasters. We run around in  circles searching for answers-
and  we NEVER  look to the real master, but the one we put before everything is
existence-, only to see the real identity of  'govern-mental'  society.  Losing our
homes, our lives, our  loved ones, our faith just to have a piece of something we
often times hate- but eat it anyway and it makes our bellies ache and some of us
even throw up at the thought. Look at the war we're now fighting and the
battles in the past, we've  fought. Never really had a reason to be involved but
our people are so caught up worser than Usher- not close to opening their eyes
to see that WE are killing WE; not one man killing one man, but ALL  men killing
humanity;  strippin us of our real identity a chosen species placed on the
pedestal  by the Almighty.
 
Our children cry because they don't understand why we lost our home and the
water washed away the land around their swing set. Now,  it's covered with mud
and the neighbor's dog's blood, and will  be fossilized on a memory of how things
‘was'. Not wanting to cry with them, you try to show them another way other
than this pain that you see in their eyes today- 'we have each other, we have
faith, we have life,  we have hope, we have love.'  Only if they really knew; that
in this world, today- it surely seems like that's not enough! Until my struggle is
yours and yours is mine we will never truly see that we're being led blind. 
 
If we don't look at what matters and make better choices and pay a smaller cost,
what we're losing now will not be the only things lost. Our souls will be damned
and they say hell is worse.. Can you picture that?  Hell being worse than this hell
we are the producers of  here on Earth? We need to put the right master back in
the seat  for a permanent stay and keep it that way-  unless, we come together
with true faith, hope, and love as a whole- because- if we don't-   we may as well
lay in the mud along side that swing and fossilize with  the memories of 'how it
was'
 
Kandayia Ali
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I Am All...
 
I am WOMAN...
 
Born from His every thought; created from this Man's very hunger to feel
complete. To bare His story, buried deep inside my womb; to give birth to His
legacy and to stand firm in the face of Destiny's sometimes unforeseen, carnal
minded calamities.
 
I AM…
 
His temple, a pyramid- and inside me rests a timeline that's not
mine- but ours… He stores His fears, tears and heavenly cries- to
be guided onto a path worthy of His footsteps. His GOD like
resemblance is no where near a visual hoax- but a reflection of what's inside His
center. I hold the view of the fire that burns… FAITHFULLY without cease- inside
my Lion-hearted beast. I too live thru its beat, filled to overflowing when sitting
at His table of knowledge to feast. Who am I to Him? His lamb at times— His
Goddess easily turned warrior on occasion. I live to be his nerve endings, for He
too- is mine.
 
I-
 
by DESIGN lives to be His compass, His guide; once unlocked by His treasured
KEY- ordaining me- His natural replacement for THC- assisting His visioning eye
into spirituality. A part of His 3rd
— I am a part of His body; a part of His mind- I am His fresh set of
eyes- when His are weary of the lies. See, He trusts His gut and I
because I derived from that tingle in His ribs- the one that He decided to give so
that I may be… HIS…  YES, He can hold the world on His back- but He knows
when we combine forces- the U-N-I-verse is OURS to align- a Cosmos to build
and define. WE BUILD EMPIRES. He and I grow; while wisdom and love are His
main tools used in the world around us to inspire.
 
I—
 
The letter in the middle of hIm- HE is very much a large part of ME; even when
we tend to see things differently— it's because WE see a future built on a
foundation of diligence and consistency. I can sense tension- sometimes when
there is a correction of crooked lines- but we know that what we do EFFECTS US-
as well as others too. We realize the ripples we make can turn into waves,
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uncontrollable currents and tsunamis. We pace in spirit-filled steps in order to
make our path easy to be replicated by others- like &quot;spirituality for
dummies.&quot; The path He seeks to journey thru, I do too- as ONE, from once
being two- separate entities- to merging and becoming something new…
 
ALCHEMY…
 
FOLLOW ME…
 
No one said it would be easy, we just chose to beg the differ when
everyone says how hard it's going to be; for as long as I have Him and He has
Me; and WE, the two touch and agree… The Creator is the final passage when it
comes to the decisions that are made by
 
WE…
 
My BEST WHOLE, Not &quot;better half&quot; -
 
My rare diamond in the rough; my skin when it's time to be tough. He's my cry…
He's my laugh… My bodyguard- the keeper of my heart, for which he holds in the
highest regards. From now until eternity- He completes the circle; He's the
biggest part of me…
 
Kandayia Ali
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Idiotic Ramblings That Make Sense
 
It's always something underlying, never what it is at face value. Most people
think of themselves as straight forward and the same way everyday; 'keeping it
real'. You are lying to yourself. The mindset you carry from what you have been
through is what makes you who you are. What you are going through is what
causes the constant change in your character. We change like the weather, even
when we think we are the same as we were yesterday. It shows at different
times. Most spend their whole lives trying to find themselves and lose themselves
instead. Truth is, we only confuse ourselves when we give ourselves boundaries.
 
I'm forever changing, never the same, my heart is the only thing brings forth the
balance. If we use our minds, the battle is far harder, because we think too damn
much to begin with. The heart is only true tool for making decisions- it feels
more than you know. We take this for granted by putting up brick walls of
defense, weakening ourselves. Once you stop feeling, you make crazy decisions,
you have no regards for others. We get a gut feeling before something happens,
EVERY TIME. We don't listen cause our mind tells us something else, and we
blame our heart for the outcome. Follow your gut, that's the real inside of you
talking. The gift that you were given to make the right choices in life.
 
Kandayia Ali
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In Your Eyes
 
Cool sunrises; warm sunsets; cool breezes through the day; that smile I cant
forget. Watching the stars in the night while holding each other tight; full moon
filled with love`s delight. Running rivers, flowing into large bodies of water, is
how our love flows from me, to you, between us two- the love steadily grows.
Winds that whisper the sweetest songs; saying the sweetest things; birds chirp in
the background with a melody that causes our hearts to sing....
 
Taking time to smell the roses as we walk hand in hand; never second guessing
that I'm your woman, you`re my man. As the sparks of love light up the sky; the
fire burns between you and I- causing me to see the beauty in all things, even
when we are tired, and at rest then hear the phone ring. Just to have these
things to share, has made me realize- that all I am and all I want is found in your
eyes...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Just Because - A Tribute To All Women
 
Just because you went that extra mile to make sure I stayed out
of trouble- When I was- you still stayed near- true to your
purpose- True to your being- your creation is a priceless design.
You are no match for anyone- and my love for you- reflects the
love you FIRST had for me- allowing The Creator to use your
vessel to bring forth life. I know the transitions and trials I put
you through were hard- but you stood firm- Gave me a foundation stability was
found in you- even when your world was in chaos.
At night, I would hear you cry- asking for blessings that seemed
far fetched- I didn't understand then- but now- I have matured
and found out that you just cared- No matter what I did, I was a
part of you- and you never wanted me to suffer- Never wanted
me to see pain- agony and the truth about this world- Even
though, you knew I would...
 
I pour out my heart, and ramble on like this, cause this is never
said- We just think it- and it's not fair to you! You have been
able to stand in the gap- For many years- because you were
designed to carry not only your worries and strife- But the weight
of the world on your back- even if you have no man to hold help
you stand- 'You do it because you have to...' Your instinct- your
God-given nature- And they wonder why you cry... Why you are
the way you are- Not knowing that you are a gift- a find that is
rare- always will be- And that knowing you- is like knowing the
ways of the Creator- For he loved us enough to create us- nurture us- guide us-
NO matter what we have become...
 
You have that same instinct- We have been blessed, all of us
who have ever had a woman come into our lives- To give birth to
us, to nurture us, to raise us up, supports us, guide us, protect
us, feed us, clothe us, confide in us, cheat on us, yell at us, fight
with us, stand by us, marry us, laugh with us, cry with us, trust
us, make love to us, just to be in her presence- No matter the
reason- so- her day should as special as her creation. No matter
mother or childless- She's the closest to heaven- We will ever
know as long as we walk the earth...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Just Listen...
 
I wish to take this time to let you know whats been bothering me, haunting
me, to tell you. I don't know your situation fully, but I can feel what you going
through. its like some sort of connection, some vibe we have with each other,
which causes me to want to bring it to the table to half way meet each other. No;
not like that- as a friend, big sis, with the best interests of her lil' sister or
brother. I hate to see you hurt; it makes me want to defend you, I can feel your
pain, and I can relate to what you have been through; there has been a lot of
things, some
unnecessary, others- meant to be. These things are turning you into the person
you are now, the wonderful person I see.
 
I just wish that I could lift your spirits when you are down. I don't like knowing
you will not do anything but frown... You are ROYALTY- stand tall, proud, cause
you wear a beautiful crown. No one is like you, never will be, you are almost the
last of a breed that is rare.  Just know that if
you need a support to help you reign supreme, I'll be there. I will stand by you,
and support you til the end of your journey to greatness is final, no doubt! I just
wish I knew what all your suffering is about.
 
I wish to kiss your tears, tell you its gonna be ok, but I know that its not my
time. I want you to know I have those thoughts each day. I don't know what else
I can possibly say, to get you to see that I care for you, to the hundred and tenth
power, and i want you to see this situation in a different way. Everything
happens in due time, I have patience... I will work with you to assist in getting
you on a more positive track; because this person I'm talking to now, is not
you...
 
 
I can feel your desires when I say your name and you answer, 'Yes.' That you
want to free of it all and you long for the best. I don't think you should settle for
less. I have no choice but to honor your wishes, being there in anyway  I can; I
will give you encouragement when you are feeling like you can't stand. I want
YOU to see,
the YOU that impressed me;  you were the one that brightened my day, and
makes me feel stress-free. It ain't gonna hurt much longer, these things make us
who we are, and because of it, we are stronger... I got your back, and both sides
if need be... I will hold you close to my heart, for as long as you will allow me....
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Kandayia Ali
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Mobile Ramblings Solitude...
 
I've always wanted 2 have a chair that sat by a large window
alone off in the distance- a part of the house less traveled and
often times abandoned. I could see myself- sitting there during
the storms- day or nite- captivated by thoughts versus the sound
of the rain hitting the windowsill. I've imagined sitting there 2
write, sketch and paint some of my best work- while lost in a
realm of artistic bliss. No one 2 share my feelings with verbally only
speaking thru my voice of creativity- my only outlet.
 
Isolated from the normal configurations of society- a black sheep
with the social skills of a celebrity left 2 stand outside and look
in on the cloned individuals of the world. Guess that's why I
want that chair so bad. Maybe I'd sit and watch what society has
done 2 every1 else from a distance wanting 2 be off 2 myself only
2 be visited by people and experience things that
compliment my ideas of the peaceful life I see myself living.
Compared 2 every1 else- I'm in a place where most couldn't
make it, and I do just fine. Most would go crazy- but my sanity isf ully intact.
This metaphorical way 2 look at the world and my
place in it makes it easy 4 me 2 come 2 terms with it all. Peace
of mind- one with self- acceptance, serenity- in my moments of
solitude...
 
Kandayia Ali
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More
 
Tingles up and down my spine- pain unbearable like the needle point pinch of a
spinal tap, you tapped into my mind- mentally causing a relapse of time- a halt
in space- that sorta' took place...
 
Unexpectedly-
 
Wondering what my move next should be... Should I say to thee: 'It's strange
how things came to be. Me not thinking I'd run into you, and it's crazy how you
ran into me. How you just shared a little of your world verbally and swept me up-
with your words, lyrically; uplifting something in me that needed to be free! '
 
The pain I feel isn't to cry for- it's to die for- the pain of what's crying inside to
be let out- and sometimes to hear and feel someone else's thoughts and
emotions- is what freeing yourself is all about. Saying things I want to hear-
longed to hear- and things I hold so dear; I thought no one else knew- but then I
came across you...
 
Damn, now what am I going to do? An impact has been made- my thoughts
have been delayed- you even made my legs sway- just from what you had to
say. I didn't expect it to take effect in that way... Don't mean to disrespect- but
hey: 'I'm being honest- trying to allow myself to keep cool, all at the same time;
I don't want to seem like a fool. Honestly, I found comfort- I found peace- in
every word released- from our conversed masterpiece. I felt like you knew and
was talking to me- calling me- seeing through me- making the shoe fit like in the
fairy tales.'
 
Inside I can hear my heart pound, while my body sensually yelled! You touched
me- mentally- and I felt your energy physically- as I closed my eyes- and lifted
my head to the sky. I could see the clouds coast by as the Angels from the
heavens cried- giving us a reason to cherish every moment spent; every word
shared- for this situation- I wasn't prepared. I wasn't ready- it's sorta heavy- I'm
light as a feather blowing in windy weather.
 
I had to share this with you, hoping that you felt it too- and then it won't seem
ironic- this connection- this new found drug- your vocals produced a powerful
tonic! Inviting me in, allowing to explore your world- your sensual nature- and
for crossing paths with you- I thank the creator. I hope you get this letter, this
poem; this chapter of my life that was shared with you: 'You made me look in a
different direction and I thank you for teaching me a lesson; ween if you didn't
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mean to come at me in that way- I want to say you're presence is a definite
blessing...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Motivation
 
You are made in a way that people will step aside for you because you are a star.
It has become known in the courts of heaven and in the presence of the Angels,
that it is too late for you to fail. Your eyes will never shed tears of painful
regrets; not anymore... Even if you decide to undo yourself, the grace which The
Creator has granted you has nullified them. You will not and can never be
undone. I REPEAT TO YOU: Even if u deliberately decide not to be blessed, its too
late... YOU ARE FAVORED...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Seeking
 
Some days I just want to lay down and die! Why ask why? ? The
reason doesn't really matter. Why my thoughts are scattered and
I can't find- One thought that is not tied to another in my head.
Not being able to control my emotions, some days mean, some
days kind. Some days waking to only want to go back to into a
deep sleep. No one to hold me close while I weep. So, now, in
my dismay and suicidal thoughts I can no longer be the me, I've
pretended to be, I look to you.... Savior, for my guidance, cause
my faith in man, and self is way past surreal, fallen short of
myself, and having others fall short of me needing to be put
where I need to be...
 
Give me what no one else can- Help me be a better me, help me
understand, that I am worthy, I am your child, your gifted I know
only in you, my spirit can be uplifted. I will keep moving, cause I
can't sit and decay in this confusion, of not knowing what to do
or say, I want to feel, and be a real, vessel for you to use, To do
away with the past life of physical and mental abuse. I plead for
sanity, in this world where everyone is crazy, Seeking light at the
end of a path that's hazy...
 
Kandayia Ali
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Simply Complex
 
Life can be so complex, to the point that sometimes the simplest things mean the
most to us. Friendships, laughs, love, family, our passions, that split second of
silence- only you can hear. These simple things I hold dear. With no fear of
'missing out' on anything-
Life ties us up sometimes- with hopes of many things; taking flight to bring
success- only leaving us stressed and obsessed with 'creating a legacy.' The
legacy, that already exists- in YOU and I.  You are truly blessed- so your efforts
to try- are effortless- simply, because you are admired- and you inspire others-
even when you don't think you do. People are drawn- to the energy that dwells
inside of you! Creating you- with such detail, beauty and skill-  seems like The
Creator had a complex task; 'Why? ' Is what you may ask. Simplifying this
complex conversation- I'm sharing my admiration- for your strength,
commitment to your craft(s) - And above ALL- Your Dedication....
 
Kandayia Ali
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Soul - Felt
 
&quot;I have 2 Choices In MY Life: To Make It—- or—— Make It! &quot;
 
 
&quot;YOUR STORY CAN ONLY BE WRITTEN BY YOU... TELL THE UNIVERSE
WHAT YOU WANT TO BECOME- AND FOCUS ON BECOMING AND WATCH YOUR
PAGES BE FILLED WITH THINGS THAT MAKE YOU FEEL COMPLETE AND WHOLE
WITH THE COSMOS. LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT- SO MAKE IT THE BEST DAMN
LIFE IN THE WHOLE WORLD! &quot;
 
&quot;If what U gather to adorn Ur body with is too big, small or U don't like it,
U can either return the the item or give it away to someone who it best suits;
This isn't true for energies U gather to adorn the spirit with these entities are
absorbed, reconfigured and embedded for as long as Ur spirit dwells inside of Ur
body. Be careful when   choosing things that U may 'think' is a good fit for Ur
life's   journey- it maybe too big, too small or just doesn't match.&quot;
 
&quot;STOP BEING 'IN' PAIN ON PURPOSE! ! ! As an ADULT, the ONLY thing a
man or woman can blame on their parents is the fact that they assisted
in your creation. Stop using your upbringing and things that happened
to you as a youth as an excuse to ruin the lives of people who really
give a damn about you. People are quick to say 'I'm grown! ' Really, ARE YOU? If
you are then make things right in your own life. Harness the pain and use it for
productive purposes.&quot;
 
Keep thinking the way you think and being they way you're being. Eventually,
you'll get weary of slamming the doors of opportunity closed in YOUR OWN face.
Sometimes in life, YOU ARE your worst enemy- plotting your own demise.
 
'If you are running up a staircase and you slip from moving too fast and not
watching your steps- you will surely fall damn near, all the way back down-
things will fall right before you the same way in a relationship. When this is your
life, that staircase should be traveled with the utmost of care and observation so
that you don't miss the steps that may take you upward and not cause you to
fall. Your goal should ALWAYS be to reach the top! '
 
Never count your faults as imperfections- only see them as ways that separate
you from others. These things are the things that make you ‘perfect'- because no
one else has what you have- and if they do, it ain't better than yours! So every
extra curve, wrinkle, mole, scar, shape or size is all you- accept it and begin to
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nurture, honor and respect the skin that you're blessed to be in!
 
'I'd rather live the rest of my physical existence being me- than to spend a
fraction of a second being ANYONE else in the world. I don't know what they did
to get where they are- and honestly- depending on what it is- I don't want to
know.'
 
&quot;In life, sometimes a great loss can be the introduction to an even greater
gain... The loss could have been what was holding us back from taking flight-
The Creator wants us to have a lighter load so that we can fly...&quot;
 
'I've learned that it's ok for someone to 'feel' like you've turned your back on
them. Not because you did it intentionally, but because it would seem that way if
you're moving forward in YOUR LIFE and they are standing still in theirs. Keep
going forward- either they will be there moving with you or be left behind. Either
way- you will be blessed with what you need OR don't need- to fulfill your own
destiny.'
 
'You know what real power is? It's standing to your feet after being knocked
down so many times- and when you take that first step, you can feel the world
tremble beneath your feet. They thought you were too weak to come back. They
didn't expect you to get up... Make every step from then on count! '
 
 
'Your life must be a continuous 'treasure' hunt! Out of every bad thing-
something good always develops if we stand firm and stay focused. Life is your
map- you're the pirate of your own ship- don't be afraid to set sail in a new and
exciting direction. Never mind what people think- what they say- what they do-
'who they are'- AND if they get on your nerves- make them walk the damn
plank! '
 
Kandayia Ali
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Still Shining
 
Despite what I have been through in my life some things, no one will ever know
cause I choose to keep them inside. Some things that I have trapped deep down,
are now getting harder to hide. No matter what I'm feeling, no matter good or
bad, there is something that's stronger than I 'think' I am. Something that now, I
have to come to realize that I've always had.. My strength, and it comes out
when I think all is lost, it shows itself at any cost; any given time, any given
place,  it's never afraid to show it's face. I'm fortunate cause I thought that I was
burned out, I had no intentions of surviving this spiritual drought. This drought
that had left me heartless, and empty, but now, I have the strength to move in a
better direction. With strength I have plenty room to grow and become what I
desire to be. I'll give my all, standing tall, regardless of the things that have kept
me down.
 
As bad as I want to sometimes, it's hard for me to just sit and frown. I have to
take that energy and redirect it to something worth wild. If I only knew about
this as a child, I would have used it a long time ago, but I now know that
everything has it's season; the strength to do it was always there, I just needed
a  good reason to pick up the pieces and make my own puzzle. With the help of
the Almighty, I'm constantly in meditation with The Cosmos- both daily and
nightly. I now have the strength to face another day, with the day before, now,
behind me, and I don't mind what I didn't do then, or said, or the thoughts I had
in my head- because whatever it was, I'm still living today. Because I have that
honor of doing so, I'm going to do what has to be done, in order to make this
day shine!
 
Kandayia Ali
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Violated
 
I awake to the sounds to the train moving across the tracks. Realizing that I
cannot relax! Why? Because, by the time on my watch-  I should have been just
leaving the club scene- But instead, I'm here- in a room- dark- and serene... I
get up to move finding that I'm bound- I panic- but I don't think I'm going to be
found... Why? I'm handcuffed in this room- to a headboard- and no matter how
loud I cry to the Lord.... There is only silence afterwards- no one else but me-
This is a tragedy!
 
Who's gonna help me? I called on God, and he can't even hear me for the sound
of the train- I don't know what else to do- am I going insane? Then I see him-
that guy I smiled at; the one that offered me a drink. I remember me agreeing
to receive his invite to talk- because I wanted to know who he was and how he
thinks- I remember thinking to myself, how 'fine' he was, and how I could 'swing
that' This is not the same man- his whole attitude has changed... He seems to be
turned on by my pain- My head is spinning, I must be high, these cuffs are too
tight- cutting off my blood supply! This is not what I expected- nor what I could
ever see coming my way. He seemed like he only had the most intelligent things
to say... Now his words are vulgar- threatening to cause me more harm- It's wet
from a leaky ceiling- I'm finding it hard to keep warm...
 
He parts my legs, tying them so that I won't be able to fight- raping me,
repeatedly- throughout the night, until I lost all hope for tomorrow- all hope for
today- all hope for living I only wanted to die at that particular time... So many
things went through my mind- I couldn't stay awake- the agony caused me to
black out. The rays of the sun through a crack in a covered window- caused me
to soon lash out- into a 'set me free; someone help me'  rage and frenzy- But no
one can hear- cause it's just me- I have been raped by life, repeatedly- trapped
deep down- never to be found... Screaming to be free- from the inside of me....
 
Kandayia Ali
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Women
 
Every tone, texture, frame, physique; almond shaped, round, exotic, unique;
long hair, medium, short, shaved, or even locked. Every box braid, up-do, wrap,
curl, or natural hair style ever rocked...
 
From high cheek bones, wide spread to pointed nose; naturally arched to waxed
eyebrows, manicured nails, pedicured toes. Full lips, to thin, injected or reduced;
from detailed and intelligent, to petty and obtuse. From A cup to Z cup; sagging'
or firm either- single lettered or doubled; to a waistline that you can't find, or
one that get's you in trouble. Hips and thighs that stop traffic dead in its tracks;
to
the dimpled themed thighs with the excess luggage in the back.
 
From long and luxurious legs, short sporty calves, to small pretty feet; or 'broke
down ships' {Which I DO NOT have- and you better not laugh}; from rags to
riches, using the prefixes Miss, Ms. or Mrs... Lesbian, bisexual or straight- one
that's matured too early, or bloomers that matured too late. From one that has
you wondering 'Damn, how'd you get into those? ' To you not wanting to wait to
see what's under her baggy clothes.
 
Hoe to housewife, club hopper, to church girl; independent to needy-
one who'll give her last, and one that's just plain ole' greedy. From one who
doesn't say much, to one that says too much; to one that makes your nature rise
with one simple touch. From the beginning, to the end; your lover, mother,
sister, daughter, or friend; 'baby got back! ' to 'her azz is too flat! ' From a body
like a brick house to a body like a quadruplex- whether from a mansion in Cali or
the Upper East Projects; from a woman that's simple, to one that's complex. You
have to admit, to love us is your God-given reflex.. No matter what type you
prefer,
WE ARE WOMEN- the vessels that bring forth life- and for that...
We deserve the utmost respect...
 
Kandayia Ali
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